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Summary

01_ IWVTA
02_ SG58
03_ SGR0
Major results

- **12th Meeting: March**
  [IWVTA-13-01 Minutes of the 12th Session of the Informal Group of IWVTA](#)

- **13th Meeting: June**
  [IWVTA-14-01 Minutes of the 13th Session of the Informal Group of IWVTA](#)
Major results

- 6th Meeting: June
  
  SG58-06-02 Agenda of the 6th Session of Sub-group “1958 Agreement”

  SG58-07-01 Major results and Action items made at the 6th Sub-group “1958 Agreement” meeting

- 7th Meeting: September
  
  SG58-07-02draft Provisional Agenda of the 7th Session of Sub-group “1958 Agreement”

  Major results to be published
Major results

- 6th Meeting: June
  
  SGR0-06-02 Provisional Agenda of the 6th Session of Sub-group “UN R0”

  SGR0-07-01 Major results and Action items made at the 6th Sub-group “UN R0” meeting

- 7th Meeting: September
  
  SGR0-07-02 draft5 Provisional Agenda of the 7th Session of Sub-group “UN R0”

  Major results to be published
1) Flexible scheme
   SGR0-05-03-rev1 The flexible IWVTA scheme

2) Legal feasibility

3) Rights of CPs
   SGR0-06-04-Right of Contracting Parties applying UNR0

4) Obligations of CPs
   SGR0-06-03 Obligations regarding Annexed Regulations to UNR0

5) If fitted requirements
   SGR0-06-05
   SGR0-06-01 rev1

6) Questions & Answers
   SGR0-06-08 Proposal of questions and answers for a Q&A-Document to explain the UN-Regulation No. 0 and IWVTA

7) Draft version of R0
   SGR0-02-04-rev4 Regulation 0
Priority list

- Informal document by Ambassador to IWVTA GRRF-74-44
- Upon proposal by JPN and RUS

Existing regulations will be splitted as to cover each required separately.
Progress on GRRF activities

a) R13H

Draft proposal of splitting:

- R13H.01 → Brake + ABS
  Proposal for draft amendments to Regulations No. 13-H relevant to the separate ESC/BAS regulation proposal

- Rxxx ECE → ESC
  CLEPA/OICA proposal for a separate Regulation on ESC

- Ryyy ECE → BAS
  CLEPA/OICA proposal for a separate regulation on BAS

Transitional provisions

Validity of existing R13H certificates and extensions?
Progress on GRRF activities

b) Tyre installation

- Russia proposal: “c” → “b”
- Draft ECE regulation based upon EU requirements?

ETRTO/OICA proposal for a new Regulation on the installation of tyres
Progress on GRRF activities

c) R79

- R79 progress will depend on LKAS + PA
  - “a” no LK modification
  - “b” LK included

- Eventual modification of ECE R79.01 → transfer prescriptions of Automatic Driving (ASE)

- Proposal from Ambassador
  - Keep R79.01 unmodified for IWVTA purposes → “a”
  - When R79.01 is modified to include LK + PA → “b”
Progress on GRRF activities

d) Tyre / TPMS

+ Split?
  - NO \( \rightarrow \) “a”
  - Yes (RUS) \( \rightarrow \) “b” \( \rightarrow \) Sponsor? Draft?

Proposal by the Russian Federation on the development of the technical requirements for IWVTA

e) Tyre matters

+ R30
+ R54 \( \rightarrow \) No changes
+ R117
Progress on GRRF activities

f) R55: Couplings (if fitted)

g) R79: Speed limiters (if fitted)
- RUS: “c” → “a”
- JPN: include comment on “necessity”

h) Running systems (JPN)
- “c”: No changes
Progress on GRRF activities

i) R79: Speed limiters if fitted
   ✤ RUS: “c” → “a”
   ✤ JPN: include comment on “necessity”

j) Running systems (JPN)